Limited special member rate for next week's CIPS ICE Conference: Don't miss out!

CIPS Alberta is striving to provide value to our members, and since membership has its privileges we are now able to offer this year's conference lead-in and ICE Conference for the following new rates:

Specifically: $15 instead of $45 for the April 15th Conference Lead-in Speaker and $25 instead of $199 for the April 16th ICE Conference.

Featured I.T. Jobs

- **Information Technology Analyst** — Temporary, Red Deer, Alberta
- **Systems and Network Administrator**, Portage la Prairie, Manitoba
- **Technical Analyst**, Regina, Saskatchewan
- **Senior Software Engineer**, Vancouver, British Columbia
- **Junior Software Engineer**, Vancouver, British Columbia
- **Senior Analyst II**, Fort McMurray, Alberta
- **Information Technology (IT) Business Solutions Manager**, Vancouver, British Columbia
- **Network Analyst**, Brampton, Ontario
- **Senior Manager, Service Management**, Ontario (Toronto, St. Catharines, Guelph, North Bay)
- **Application Analyst-Techical**, Sherwood Park, Alberta
- **Sr. Oracle BRM (Billing and Revenue Management) Developer**, Calgary, Alberta
Featured Whitepaper: 'Making Disaster Recovery Easy'
CIPS via IT World Canada

Usually when you hear someone talking about fast disaster recovery, they’re talking about fancy new technologies that give you a leg up on your recovery.

Sure, virtualization, image-based backup, and cloud computing can all contribute to fast recoveries, but there’s something else you can do to make sure you have fast, reliable recoveries and it doesn't cost you a dime.

CIPS ON London April 23 Dinner: 'An Introduction to Data Governance and what you need to know'
CIPS

I would like to invite you and your friends to join us for what is guaranteed to be an excellent dinner, presentation and networking opportunity. This event previously planned for March 26 has been rescheduled to April 23 and we hope you can join us.

CIPS AB Calgary April 23 Lunch: 'Mashups vs Smashups: Responsible Mashups as Part of a Corporate Analytics Strategy'
CIPS

The Canadian Economic Squeeze has risen its ugly head. In challenging economic times, often the large Strategic projects are axed. Tightened budgets unable to sustain the large Analytics Projects give rise to small tactical projects, such as Personal BI and Self-Serve Analytics.
 Houlin Zhao of the International Telecommunication Union talks about the future
IT World Canada

ITU (International Telecommunication Union) is the powerful United Nations agency governing ICT (Information Communications Technology) with over 190 governments and 700 corporations/organizations as members. Does what they think and do matter to you? Houlin Zhao the new secretary general wants to work with you.

Dr. Stan Heaps Memorial University Scholarship in Computer Science 2015
CIPS

The Canadian Information Processing Society of Nova Scotia is pleased to invite applications for a $1000 scholarship available to candidates meeting the general qualifications. The scholarship will be awarded on the basis of overall academic merit with an emphasis on courses most relevant to computing science.

National Business Technology Management (BTM) Conference 2015
ITAC

The pre-eminent conference in Canada to learn about the fastest growing IT sector — Business Technology Management (BTM). Introduced by ITAC Talent in 2009, BTM programs are now offered in dozens of post-secondary educational institutions across Canada.

TRENDING ARTICLES
Missed last week's issue? See which articles your colleagues read most.

Featured I.T. Jobs (15) (CIPS)
Call for IT World Canada CIPS bloggers! Share your views on IT professionalism topics with a large audience! (CIPS)
Featured I.T. Jobs (3) (CIPS)

Don't be left behind. Click here to see what else you missed.

CIPS INTERVIEWS: Mark Bialic, President of Eurocom Corporation, Award-winning Top Innovation Executive
CIPS

Mark Bialic is President of Eurocom Corporation, a leading developer of high performance fully upgradeable laptops, notebooks, mobile workstations and mobile servers.

He is responsible for the development and continuous innovation of Eurocom products, solutions and corporate vision.

CIPS AB Calgary May 28 Business Intelligence SIG Meeting: ‘Accessing Exploration and Production Data Worldwide through one Platform and Interface’
CIPS

In business since 1959, IHS is a leading source of information and expert analysis in pivotal areas, providing critical insight and shaping today’s global businesses. IHS provides comprehensive content, software and decision support with key capabilities and solutions focused on business
information in the areas of: Energy & Power; Design & Supply Chain; Country & Industry Forecasts; Defense Risk & Security; Commodities Pricing & Cost; and, Environmental Health & Safety and Sustainability.

CIPS Manitoba 25th Annual Golf Tournament
CIPS
The 25th CIPS Manitoba Annual Golf Tournament will be held on Thursday, June 4, 2015 at Bel Acres. This year we are starting a bit earlier so the shotgun start will be at 12:30 P.M. Register early by May 15, 2015, so your name can be put into a draw for a free half hour golf lesson with Golf Pro Colin.

Line of business to dominate cloud spending
IT World Canada
Line of business (LOB) will lead cloud adoption in as little as two years. According to a new survey called "Hosting and Cloud Study 2015," the majority of marketing departments (57 per cent) will run 60 per cent or more of their business applications in the cloud within the next two years. This is significantly higher than IT departments, of which only 34 per cent of respondents said they would run 60 per cent or more applications in the cloud.

CIPS National Corporate Partners
The following organizations have demonstrated their commitment to professionalism, ethics, and high standards for the I.T. profession through their support of CIPS. CIPS thanks all its partners for their contribution.

Become a CIPS Corporate Partner Today! - Send an email to jelias@cips.ca
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